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An up-to-date topic: high potential, promising 
and wealthy guests who have limited time and 
love to travel. In close collaboration with the 
tourism industry, ST invests in the 
communication with this target group. How do I 
talk to expats and what are their needs? Our 
expat testimonial Marc Checkley talks about 
his own eclectic experiences.
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What is the definition of an expat?

§ Person in a foreign country 
§ for 1-3 years
§ sent by a company
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Facts & Figures



How old is the average expat in Switzerland?

§ 41 years old
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Source: diploma thesis IST / Carla Andrade



Is the expat female or male?

§ A majority of 60% is female
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Source: diploma thesis IST / Carla Andrade



Which is the marital status of most expats?
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Source: diploma thesis IST / Carla Andrade

§ married



Which characteristics describes expats? 

§ Expats are well-funded
§ Expats are ambassadors for our country/region/destination
§ Expats often have troubles finding Swiss friends
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Most expats in Switzerland come from: 

§ Europe with over 65% followed by North America with 15.5%
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Source: diploma thesis IST / Carla Andrade



How many % of expats stay longer in 
Switzerland than the expected 1-3 years?
§ 32.8% really stay 1-3 years. 
§ 12.5% leave the country before finishing one full year. 
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Source: diploma thesis IST / Carla Andrade



Where do most expats live within Switzerland?

§ Zürich with over 40.5%
§ followed by Zug (25.7%)
§ Vaud (8.6%)
§ Basel (7.4%) 
§ and others.
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Source: diploma thesis IST / Carla Andrade



What do expats want to discover?

§ Everything a Swiss local person would want to.
§ Not the well known USPs
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Which 3 segments do the expats see
themselves in mostly?
§ Nature Lover
§ City Breaker
§ Snow Sport Enthusiast
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Source: diploma thesis IST / Carla Andrade



How many % of the expats know the website
MyS.com and how many % use it actively?
§ 72% know it
§ 59% use it
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Source: diploma thesis IST / Carla Andrade



Testimonial



Expats – Interview with Marc Checkley.
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§ Originally from New Zealand

§ Relocated to Lausanne in 2016 

§ Foodie, wine professional and 

content producer

§ Enjoys random adventures and 

doing anything Swiss

§ Lived in China and Singapore



What do we do.
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What are the needs of expats?
What do expats want?



Needs.

§ clear and concise information
§ assist integrate into Swiss life
§ can be very hard to make sense of it all when moving/living here
§ a lot of foreigners know about the icons of Switzerland and this helps provide 

some early goals for visiting but it's the smaller everyday Swiss events and 
destinations that bring some sense of stability and interest. 

§ Making both local and other foreign resident friends is important for many 
expats. Events, clubs or activities that help forge new friendships is an 
important need. 

§ want to be seen less as "expat"/foreign and be an every day resident.
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When did you start looking into 
things to do in Switzerland?
Before, while, after moving?



Timing.

§ As soon as the decision was made to move, the research started.
§ MySwitzerland.com was the primary go 
§ Social media was helpful, looking at others travellers/expats' posts prior to 

arrival. 
§ Searched different regions and when/where certain events or destinations 

take place = valuable ideas. 
§ If lucky, future colleagues might help with giving information/tips prior to 

arrival.
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When and where would you have 
liked to get information about the 

leisure life in your new home 
country? 



Sources.

§ relocating company provides official information on living in the city but not 
tourist/travel information. This would be helpful as new residents do not want 
to visit just the tourist zones. 

§ It would be great to find out information when collecting the residence 
permits. 

§ Information on travel, such as the commune day-travel passes and what are 
upcoming events, cultural festivals for that specific city or commune. 

§ New residents have to fish a lot to find practical information and some things 
were very vague and/or only in French. For new residents only fluent in 
English this is more difficult.
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Which communities did you join 
whilst still back home? Would you 

like tourism boards to give you 
advice in these communities? 

Why? Why not?



Communities.

§ They connected with groups prior to arrival. 
§ Reached out to theatre clubs/groups and weekend hiking social/groups in the 

Lake Geneva region.
§ Registered with consulates/missions (New Zealand and Singapore) to be part 

of their outreach/network.
§ It would be beneficial for new residents to get tourism information from a 

variety of sources, contacts and employers, to inspire ideas to meet up with 
and connect with others.

§ A calendar of events for seasons, etc. can really help in the planning too. 
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Do you want to be told about 
USPs? Or rather the opposite? 

Why?



USP vs. hidden gems.

§ USPs to different and varied places and things to do make the Swiss life 
experience more interesting for expats. 

§ It's sometimes the local/everyday experiences that resonate more. 
§ The following experiences found out on his own or from word-of-mouth: The 

Toblerone Trail (Gland), Cave Ouvertes Valais and Vaud, Dalai Lama 
vineyard (Valais), Ebenalp (Appenzell), Aletsch Glacier hike (Valais), Stein am 
Rhein (Schaffhausen). Once they knew about these places they had to dig 
further to find out the uniqueness and the "why" in our language.
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How can tourism boards give you 
the information of things to do in 
Switzerland before and after the 

move?



Hidden gems – transfer of information.

§ Social media is a great way to connect the dots of living here in a language 
that is accessible and relateable. 

§ Expat specific websites or Instagram or Snapchat or Facebook pages from 
each region/tourism office that expats can follow would help a lot. 

§ Providing info and "starter info packs" to employers, schools, expat 
clubs/groups and cities/communes for new arrivals would give a great 
overview and knowledge of what to follow to get more info. 

§ Direct engagement, via online polls, stories, quizzes, etc. with expat groups 
can also assist in tourism boards stay updated with what foreign residents 
and new arrivals want to do/experience.
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What messages should be 
transported to the Expats?



Messages.

§ Facts and figures for planning visits/travel or attending events are important 
but so too is the story experience to further enhance the connection. 

§ After arriving and looking at things to do/see new residents get a lot of "what" 
data, travel to and from, cost, maps but not always the "why" element.

§ Find out more about the story behind an event or place, but it would be 
appreciated if this was more commonly factored into marketing 
materials/communication. 

§ There's a lot of fascinating and curious things about Switzerland's regions etc. 
but sometimes the story connection is hard to find.
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2019 is the year of hiking for the 
tourism sector in Switzerland. How 
does the expat fit into this theme of 

the year?



Theme of hiking 2019.

§ This is a great theme for tourism as it is more accessible for many new and 
established expats here compared to biking which requires considerable 
investment and time/pre-knowledge. 

§ Hiking can be adapted to different budgets and time limits and easily 
combined with events, such as Cave Ouvertes and wine tourism/trails, leisure 
and action sports, cultural events and ceremonies such as Desalpe, 
Carnivale and food/cuisine walks.

§ Connecting with dining, wine tasting groups and hiking clubs is integral to 
making this theme work for all those interested expats.
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Is the expat community OK with the 
English language or should we talk 

to them also in German, French, 
Italian, Spanish, etc.? Why?



Language. 

§ English is heavily used by the expat community here, even for those whose 'home language' 
is different. 

§ It is the business language of Switzerland and the language for a majority of Switzerland's 
international tourism marketing. 

§ There are still a lot of local tourism events and marketing that is provided in just the local 
language. Sometimes it gets too hard to translate or make sense of it quickly and people give 
up and it's a lost opportunity. 

§ Language learning is different from experiencing Swiss tourism events etc. There's a lot of 
guess work involved and it can be discouraging for some expats if there's no accessible 
information. 

§ It would be beneficial to both the expats and the event organizers and tourism boards to 
always provide English information online/brochures/social media to make us feel included 
and invited.
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not swiss
only temporarly in Switzerland

1-3 years
high potential, promising and 

wealthy guests 
international company

Take home/learning: who is he/she?

theor
y
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Take home/learning: where is she/he from.

*Source: diploma thesis Carla Andrade / IST

English 

is a must



Take home/learning: what do they want.

§ Outdoor and

nature
experiences

§ Cultural offers

§ Touring

§ Day excursions, 

short trips

§ In contact with

the swiss

population

§ Swiss 
«treatment»

§ FIT
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Take home/learning: 
Why do we treat this target group.
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niche

swiss

ambassadors for Switzerlandwealthy target group

temporarily in Switzerland



Take home/learning: what do we offer.

§ MySwitzerland.com/expats 
§ Navigation en-Website
§ Service – New in Switzerland.

§ Welcome Kits

§ Contact:
§ expats@switzerland.com
§ 0800 100 200
§ Collaboration with STC
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History.

§ Part of Emerging Markets
§ Since 2017 – Market Switzerland
§ Marketing activities planning since the end of 2017
§ Packages for partners:
§ Silver (CHF 8’500.-)
§ Gold (CHF 14’900.-)

§ 2 Packages in 2018 (2x Gold)
§ 10 Packages in 2019 (2x Gold / 8x Silver)

§ Contact: Catherine Raemy – catherine.raemy@switzerland.com / 044 288 12 44
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Contact Marc Checkley.

§ www.marccheckley.com
§ marc.checkley@gmail.com
§ +41 78 670 55 93
§ Instagram: marc.checkley.adventures / Drink.Moi
§ Skype: marcinnz
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http://www.marccheckley.com/


Thank you.




